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Approx. 1.2 million PV 
modules, spaced 4-8m 
and mounted on east-

west horizontal tracking 
systems or north-
orientated fixed-tilt 

structures

Total infrastructure 
footprint is 818 ha (inside 

the site boundary)

Approximately 7 km of 
high voltage, overhead 

powerline (132kV or 
330kV)

Generate approximately 
300 MW (AC)
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AGL is developing the 300 MW Wellington North Solar 
Plant in central west NSW.

~40km southeast of Dubbo
~7km northeast of Wellington
~3km north of the TransGrid 330/132kV substation

• Adjacent to the Wellington and Macquarie Correctional 
Centres

• Bounded by Campbells Lane to the north, Goolma Road 
to the east, private land to the south and Cobbora Road 
and private land to the west.

Wellington North Solar Plant
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• Approx. 1.2 million solar panels

• East-west tracking or fixed mounted (facing north)

• Up to 155 inverters stations

• Internal electrical cabling

• Internal access tracks and buildings

• Onsite substation including up to two transformers

• Up to 7 km of overhead transmission line

• Upgrades to Campbells Lane and associated 

intersections

• Connection works at TransGrid substation

Wellington North Solar Plant
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AGL has met with neighbours, community groups, Council, 
local business and other stakeholders to discuss the 
project. Questions have related to the following key issues:

• Visual impact

• Noise impact

• Construction/traffic impact

• Biodiversity impacts

• Use of agricultural land

• Local employment

• Community benefits

These and other issues have been considered in AGL’s 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

Please find a summary of outcomes of consultation in EIS 
in the appendix.
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Viewpoint 05

Viewpoint 07
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Viewpoint 12

Viewpoint 13
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• The boundary where the Wellington North Solar Plant and the Wellington Solar Farm (First Solar) meet is a ridgeline that 
extends east to west; this ridgeline contains views between the two developments. The ridgeline results in receivers north 
and south of the developments being unable to view both sites. 

• Due to the undulating nature of the surrounding landscape there are no opportunities along Goolma Road, Cobbora Road 
or from nearby receivers to view either development in their entirety or the two sites together, in their entirety.

• Screen planting along Goolma Road for Wellington North Solar Plant will be in keeping within the adjoining screen planting 
associated with the Wellington Solar Farm to maintain a consistent character along Goolma Road. 
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• Background noise levels were monitored and 
were found to be consistent for the rural area.

• An assessment was conducted to model the 
construction and operation noise levels at each 
of the nearby receivers.

• Predicted construction noise may exceed 
existing background noise levels at some 
locations.

• EIS to include draft noise management plan that 
specifically targets receivers with exceedances.

• Predicted operational noise levels from onsite 
infrastructure comply during calm conditions.

Wellington North Solar Plant
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Delivery Method & Access Points
• Materials expected to be delivered to Port of 

Newcastle or Port of Sydney
• Materials delivered to site in containers on heavy 

vehicles, up to B-double size
• Delivery expected via Golden or Mitchell 

Highway and Cobbora Road
• Primary access point via Campbells Lane
• Secondary access points via two existing 

driveways on Goolma Road – primarily for light 
vehicles

Wellington North Solar Plant



Traffic Movements
Construction activities would be undertaken during standard daytime construction hours: 
• 7.00am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday; and 
• 8.00am to 1.00pm on Saturdays.

It is expected that up to four one‐way movements of oversized vehicles would be required within the later months of the 

construction period (month 14 and 15).
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Road Upgrades
• Upgrade intersections of Campbells Lane with Cobbora Road and Site Access to basic left/right turn.
• Turn treatments would be designed to accommodate articulated vehicles up to 19m in length. Shoulder 

widening would be required on the western and eastern road alignment of the Cobbora Road and for the 
Campbells Lane main site access intersection. 

• Seal Campbells Lane between Cobbora Road and Site Access Point.

14
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A number of surveys were undertaken to determine:
• Vegetation communities present within the site
• Identify potential endangered ecological communities
• Conduct searches for threatened flora and fauna
• Assess the availability of flora and fauna habitat

AGL has sought to minimise the impact on vegetation by 
iteratively adjusting the infrastructure layout throughout the 
assessment process. In particular, the layout:
• Avoids areas of good condition remnant vegetation
• Minimises the impact to moderate condition vegetation
• Buffers waterways to minimise impacts on hydrology and 

water quality and that may provide foraging habitat 

Wellington North Solar Plant
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Construction: ~250 workers 
• The construction phase is expected to last approximately 18 ‐ 24 months with peak activity during the middle nine months 

of the construction period.
Operation: ~2‐4 full time equivalent staff
• The solar plant would be monitored and operated remotely and would require a small number of maintenance personnel 

(approximately 2‐4 full time equivalent staff) to be based at the site. 
• It is expected that additional services required from the local region would be:

• Vegetation management; clearing, mulching, rehabilitation.
• Fencing services.
• Electrical work.
• General civil services, such as grader, dozer and excavator operators.
• Water services.
• Security services.
• Traffic management.
• General construction services.
• Meals and accommodation services

Wellington North Solar Plant 17
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Jan 18 Mar 18 May 18 Jul 18 Sep 18 Oct 18 Dec 18 Feb 19

Prelim Enviro Assessment

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Preparation

EIS Public Exhibition

Submissions Report & DPE Review

Project 
Approval

Phase Approximate commencement Approximate duration
Construction 1st Quarter 2019 18 -24 months
Operation 3rd Quarter 2020 30 years
Decommissioning 2050 9 months

Wellington North Solar Plant
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AGL is committed to conducting activities, operations and 
projects in ways that demonstrate and contribute 
enduring benefits to the community, through integrated 
consideration of social, environmental, ethical and 
economic impacts.

Through this commitment, AGL is proposing the following 
benefit sharing opportunities should the proposal be 
approved and construction commenced:

• Apprenticeship/training program

• Rooftop solar

• Energy discounts for community members

• Construction community investment program
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To determine the benefits that AGL will provide to the 
community; AGL will:
• Consult with the Dubbo Regional Council;
• Hold a participatory budgeting session for Wellington 

locals;
• Confirm results of the participatory budgeting session with 

the Community Dialogue Group (once formed).

These steps will ensure that the local community have a 
large say in how AGL shares the benefits of the Wellington 
North Solar Plant.



Solar for neighbours
AGL recognises the more concentrated impact that the solar plant 
will create for neighbours during the construction and operation of 
the Plant.

When meeting with our most impacted neighbours, we have 
raised the possibility of adding solar to their homes. This has been 
well received. We expect this to be up to 5kW and benefit five 
residences.

AGL are currently running a similar program in Silverton and have 
found that not all homes are ‘solar ready’. As such, we will work 
with the selected residents on a more appropriate solution for their 
home in the same timeframe (and to a similar cost). To determine 
if a residence is solar ready, a licenced solar installer will visit the 
home to check it for roof quality and pitch, asbestos and 
connection. AGL will seek to use a local licenced solar installer for 
this work.

Wellington North Solar Plant 21



Local Energy Benefit
AGL, support the communities in which they operate and offer energy deals to 
assist locals save money.
Should the Wellington North Solar Plant reach construction, AGL will offer all locals 
(from Wellington and surrounds) an energy deal with AGL.
This deal provides a percentage off electricity and gas usage charges. This offer 
would seek to remain the best offer that AGL has available in the market. More 
information can be found at agl.com.au/community offer.
The current offer provides:
• Up to 27% off electricity usage charges (this includes a 27% Pay on time 

discount off usage charges)
• Up to 20% off gas usage charges (this includes a 20% Pay on time discount off 

usage charges)

Plan details
• 24 month Energy Plan Period
• Variable rate
• No lock in contract
Wellington North Solar Plant 22



Local Community Construction Fund
AGL (as representatives of the Wellington North Solar Plant, “WNSP”) recognises that the community will be most impacted 
by the solar plant during the construction phase.
As such, it will establish a $60,000 Local Community Construction Fund to provide grants to local community organisations 
(of up to $5,000) during the construction phase of the project (18 months to 2 years).
The Community Dialogue Group will be the entity responsible for making a recommendation to WNSP on the organisations 
that should receive the funds after an application process.
WNSP will remain as the final decision maker in the process.
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Supporting employment
AGL (as representatives of the Wellington North Solar Plant, “WNSP”) are working with 
employment consultants to develop a WNSP supported apprenticeship program.

The concept emerged after extensive consultation with the community where employment 
opportunities was raised as a primary concern.

This program would include two WNSP supported apprentices, whereby WNSP will fund 
the apprentices’ wages and TAFE fees to an agreed value for the duration of their 
apprenticeship, for up to four years. The value of this is estimated at $50,000 per 
apprentice per year.

AGL intend to trial this program for the first four years with two apprentices to understand 
whether it provides value to the local community, local businesses and the apprentice. 
Once these apprentices finish their apprenticeship, the Community Dialogue Group will 
determine whether or not the program was successful. If successful, WNSP will support 
one apprentice every four years (or for the duration of their apprenticeship up to four 
years) for the lifetime of the Plant.

AGL expects that this would support eight local apprentices over the life of the project. 

WNSP will work with the Community Dialogue Group regarding meeting the needs for a 
variety of apprenticeship trades. 24



Supporting employment
This program will include the following processes:
• Contacting Wellington businesses and invite them to attend an information session at Wellington TAFE to highlight the 

opportunity and explain the EOI process to be considered for the hosting of an apprentice for four years.
• Advertising and social media to invite young Wellington people to attend an information session at Wellington TAFE to 

explain the opportunity for an apprenticeship and the process of applying.
• Host businesses complete the EOI processes to be selected as the businesses to host the apprentices.
• Review of EOIs to make recommendations to the relevant partnership teams.
• Announcing winning businesses to the community.
• Lodgement of applications by interested apprentices.
• shortlisting of applicants for interviews.
• Candidates selection.
• Inductions for apprentice commencement.

Should the trial not be deemed successful, WNSP will establish a Local Community Investment Program, providing 
grants to local community organisations to a total value of $50,000 per year for the life of the asset. This will follow the 
same process as the Construction Fund.

Wellington North Solar Plant 25



Supporting employment
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Alex Fitzpatrick
Manager, Government & Community 
Relations, Wellington North Solar Plant
0408 201 485
afitzpatrick@agl.com.au

Jonathan Ambler
Project Manager, Wellington North 
Solar Plant
jambler@agl.com.au
agl.com.au/wellingtonnorthsolar
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